
 

Problem Statement: 
Excursion Match is an on-line travel/dining/activity tool that compiles data from users 

through interactive quizzes.  That information is the sole property of the user and will not be 

commoditized to other parties (unless the user specifically allows it).  The user profiles will 

then be matched with businesses and attractions through algorithms.  The results will be 

given in percentages.  Excursion Match does not have a Voice Only interface. 

Benefits of VA technology: 
- Enables a natural communication during which questions can be asked to directly 

- Quick delivery of information 

- Hands-free interaction 

- Great tool for the visually impaired or other physically disabled users 

- Growing presence in the private home and lodging industry 

- works well for high context tasks which warrant specific responses or results 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/voice-first/?lm=voice-assistant-attitudes&pt=article 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/voice-assistant-attitudes/  

Drawbacks of VA technology: 
- Fear of a loss of privacy 

- VA platform is difficult for travel planning without visuals 

- Program will probably require a VA app to be downloaded to a smartphone or tablet for 

user bluetooth access  

- Under usage of VA for search queries and bookings 

- Low expectations of VA technology interaction 

- Learning curve with improved VA technology 
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Business Goal: 
Excursion Match would like to utilize the Voice Assistant technology to access features 

available on the Excursion Match website and even expand some services unique to VA 

technology. 

Customer Needs: 
Ability to access their profiles through VA devices without worry of security or data mining. 

Market Research / Available VA in Hospitality Industry: 
- Expedia’s Alexa Skill / Expedia Action for Google 

	 Confirms flight reservations and times.  User can add booking of rental cars and 	

	 other amenities.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpR7xzr7ipM 

- Alexa for Hospitality  https://www.amazon.com/alexahospitality 

	 - Installed in Marriott, Autograph Collection and Wynn Properties 

	 - Recordings are deleted every day 

	 - Hotel Owners cannot access recordings 

	 - Devices can be manually reset by hotel owner for next guest 

	 - Microphone On/Off switch for privacy 

- Gustaffo Digital Service (Germany)  https://gustaffo.com/   

	 - Smartphone oriented (offers set-up of VA devices) 

	 - Digital Concierge for Hotels   

https://www.amazon.com/alexahospitality
https://gustaffo.com/


-  SmartEcoMap (Spain)   https://smartecomap.com/en/ 

- - Weather Information 

	 - Opening times for attractions 

	 - Recommendations (compiled from other visitors) 

	 - Directions 

	 - Where to do some activities 

- Virtual Concierge Service  https://www.virtualconciergeservice.com/ 

	 Information input done by Vacation Rental Ownere 

- Live Assist   https://www.getliveassist.com/ 

	 Paid service for live online personal assistants

https://smartecomap.com/en/
https://www.virtualconciergeservice.com/
https://www.getliveassist.com/

